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ABSTRACT
Solar flares are 3D phenomenon but modelling a flare in 3D, including many of the important processes in the chromosphere,
is a computational challenge. Accurately modelling the chromosphere is important, even if the transition region and corona are
the areas of interest, due to the flow of energy, mass, and radiation through the interconnected layers. We present a solar flare
arcade model, that aims to bridge the gap between 1D and 3D modelling. Our approach is limited to the synthesis of optically
thin emission. Using observed active region loop structures in a 3D domain we graft simulated 1D flare atmospheres onto each
loop, synthesise the emission and then project that emission onto to the 2D observational plane. Emission from SDO/AIA,
GOES/XRS, and IRIS/SG Fe xxi 1354.1Å was forward modelled. We analyse the temperatures, durations, mass flows, and line
widths associated with the flare, finding qualitative agreement but certain quantitative differences. Compared to observations, the
Doppler shifts are of similar magnitude but decay too quickly. They are not as ordered, containing a larger amount of scatter
compared to observations. The duration of gradual phase emission from GOES and AIA emission is also too short. Fe xxi lines
are broadened, but not sufficiently. These findings suggest that additional physics is required in our model. The arcade model
that we show here as a proof-of-concept can be extended to investigate other lines and global aspects of solar flares, providing a
means to better test the coronal response to models of flare energy injection.
graham.s.kerr@nasa.gov
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1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection in the solar corona can liberate a
tremendous amount of magnetic energy. The released energy
can intensely heat and ionise the solar atmosphere, leading
to a broadband enhancement to the solar radiative output,
known as a solar flare. This same process can result in the
production of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar en-
ergetic particles (SEPs). Flares, CMEs and SEPs drive geo-
effective space weather, making understanding the various
physical processes involved in energy release and transport
of crucial importance. Here we focus on the solar flare com-
ponent, presenting a new approach to model the coronal flare
arcade with radiation hydrodynamic modelling.
Following reconnection, energy is transported along the
legs of magnetic loops. In the standard flare model energy is
carried by a beamed distribution of non-thermal electrons ac-
celerated out of the ambient corona, which undergo Coulomb
collisions, thermalising the electrons in the chromosphere or
transition region (Brown 1971; Holman et al. 2011). The
sudden temperature increase leads to expansion of chromo-
spheric material up into the corona (‘chromospheric abla-
tion’, also referred to as ‘evaporation’; Fisher et al. 1985b,a)
and down into the deeper atmosphere (‘chromospheric con-
densation’; Fisher 1989). Energy transport via non-thermal
particles and thermal conduction are field-aligned processes.
The resulting dynamics of the flaring plasma are also field-
aligned, constrained by the magnetic field.
Plasma heating, ionisation, mass flows, and other physi-
cal properties reveal themselves through the emission of both
continuum and spectral line radiation from the various layers
of the solar atmosphere (Fletcher et al. 2011; Milligan 2015).
Optical and ultraviolet (UV) emission typically appear in
ribbon like sources, which show substructure, and are due
to thermal plasma processes. Hard X-ray emission appears
as compact footpoint sources at the base of magnetic loops,
and present unambiguous evidence of particle acceleration in
flares. Soft X-ray emission is somewhat delayed relative to
the hard X-ray peak, and appears in flare loops and loop tops
once the density has increased sufficiently following ablation.
Extreme ultraviolet emission appears both in footpoint and
loop sources, and usually indicates the presence of high tem-
perature plasma. See Fletcher et al. (2011), Holman et al.
(2011), Kontar et al. (2011), and Holman (2016) for reviews
of flare observations and physical processes.
As reconnection progresses energy is deposited into new
loops. Ribbons spread both along and away from the polarity
inversion line (e.g. Grigis & Benz 2005; Cheng et al. 2012;
Qiu et al. 2010, 2017), and loops brighten, so that a flare ar-
cade forms. A quintessential example of a flare arcade is the
Bastille Day flare (see images in Fletcher & Hudson 2001;
Holman 2016). The arcade structure means that along the
line of sight we are potentially detecting radiation from mul-
tiple ribbons, footpoints, loops, and loop tops.
Through comparisons of synthetic observables derived
from numerical models of flares we can determine if our
models of energy transport and the atmospheric response are
sufficient, or if additional ingredients are required. For ex-
ample, do we need to consider the presence of turbulence,
non-thermal ions, Alfve´nic waves, or more sophisticated
treatments of the electron beam?
The small spatial scales involved in shocks and steep gradi-
ents demand high resolution in numerical models that include
an accurate chromosphere and transition region (Abbett &
Hawley 1999; Allred et al. 2005; Bradshaw & Cargill 2013).
Simulations that model the chromosphere’s response to a
beam of energetic particles, with non-LTE, non-local radi-
ation transport and time-dependent atomic level populations,
that feedback to the hydrodynamics, in 3D are presently a
computationally difficult (if not intractable) problem. An ad-
vanced 3D radiation magnetohydrodynamic model of a flare
was recently performed by Cheung et al. (2019). While this
impressive achievement managed to model reconnection, the
structure of flaring magnetic loops, and energy release in an
active region, leading to heating equivalent to a C-class flare
(determined from the flux of forward modelled soft X-rays)
it did not include non-thermal particle acceleration and their
resulting energy deposition profile. Energy transport was
solely via thermal conduction in their model.
Since both energy transport and dynamics within the flare
loop are field-aligned processes, we note (and stress) that the
1D modelling approach is actually a reasonable assumption,
allowing us to include more detailed physics than would be
possible in 3D modelling.
Magnetic field aligned (1D) loop models of solar flares
have thus emerged as vital tools to understand the vari-
ous aspects of the flare problem, including the response of
the atmosphere to non-thermal electron beam heating (ex-
amples include Abbett & Hawley 1999; Allred et al. 2005;
Kasˇparova´ et al. 2009; Reep et al. 2013; Allred et al. 2015),
investigating alternative energy transport techniques (exam-
ples include Reep & Russell 2016; Reep et al. 2016a; Kerr
et al. 2016; Reep et al. 2018b; Procha´zka et al. 2018; Polito
et al. 2018), to understanding the detailed formation pro-
cesses of various observables to aid in the interpretation of
observations (Kowalski et al. 2015, 2017; Brown et al. 2018;
Kerr et al. 2019c; Zhu et al. 2019; Kerr et al. 2019a,b; Gra-
ham et al. 2020).
The impact of omitting optically thick 3D radiation trans-
fer effects (such as radiative heating and cooling) in flares
is not well known, and is beyond the scope of this current
study. We do know, though, that the 3D nature of flaring
structures is important to consider when either interpreting or
modelling optically thin emission, since emission is summed
along the line of sight.
When studying emission from the chromosphere or transi-
tion region and performing model-data comparisons, it suf-
fices to treat the vertical extent of the 1D model’s upper chro-
mosphere and transition as part of the flare ribbon or foot-
point, as these layers are fairly narrow. However, if one is
interested in coronal emission from the flare loops then this
simplification is no longer appropriate. A spectral line could
form over an extended portion of a hot flare loop, so summing
emission through the loop in that manner would not be real-
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istic. Instead, only portions of the loop should be selected,
and the line of sight to the observer accounted for.
The technique of Bradshaw & Klimchuk (2011) has been
used to model coronal emission in this manner (Bradshaw &
Klimchuk 2015; Polito et al. 2016; Reep et al. 2016b, 2018a;
Mandage & Bradshaw 2020). In that approach the flare loop
simulated is assumed to be semi-circular, at disk-center, and
orientated perpendicular to the solar surface, aligned east-
west. The line of sight is parallel to the plane of the loop.
The spatial emission along the loop can then be binned into
a single row of detector pixels. See figure 1 in Bradshaw &
Klimchuk (2011) for a visual depiction. Another approach to
model coronal emission was that of Polito et al. (2019), who
used a similar method, but included inclination angles of the
loops relative to the detector, and superposition of several
loops.
Here we present our approach to study optically thin flare
emission that aims to account for the spatial extent of the
loop relative to a detector pixel, loop geometry, inclination,
the superposition of loops, and the location on the solar disk.
A flare arcade model was produced as a proof-of-concept,
illustrating how we bridge the gap from the state-of-the-art
1D field-aligned detailed loop model of a flare, to a data-
constrained 3D arcade structure from which emission is for-
ward modelled and then projected onto a 2D observational
plane. We use observed loop structures from an active region
for this purpose.
Forward modelling of several observables is presented to
illustrate how the arcade modelling approach can facilitate
model-data predictions, and to assess how well the model can
reproduce aspects of the flare. Both a qualitative and quan-
titative comparison is made to observations from the Geo-
stationary Operational Environmental Satellite’s X-ray Sen-
sor (GOES/XRS), the Solar Dynamics Observatory’s Atmo-
spheric Imaging Assembly (SDO/AIA; Pesnell et al. 2012;
Lemen et al. 2012), and the Interface Region Imaging Spec-
trograph’s Spectrograph (IRIS/SG; De Pontieu et al. 2014).
2. RADYN FIELD-ALIGNED LOOP MODELLING
The 1D, field-aligned, radiation hydrodynamics code
RADYN (Carlsson & Stein 1992, 1997, 2002; Allred et al.
2005, 2015, 2020) models the solar atmosphere’s response
to flare energy injection, including the feedback between
the non-local, NLTE radiation transfer and hydrodynamics.
Radiation from hydrogen, helium, and calcium (species im-
portant for energy balance) are treated in detail (including
non-equilibrium effects), and other species are included via a
radiation loss function. It uses adaptive grid (Dorfi & Drury
1987) to capture shocks and strong gradients that typically
form in flares. An important feature of RADYN is its ability
to model an accurate chromosphere, which has impacts the
response of other atmospheric layers and the spatio-temporal
evolution of flare energy deposition. Thus, the development
of flows and coronal plasma properties are impacted by how
the lower atmosphere responds.
Flare energy is injected via a non-thermal electron distribu-
tion, with a Fokker-Planck treatment that includes transport
effects through the flare loop (Allred et al. 2015, 2020). Ther-
mal conduction is Spitzer with a flux limiter to avoid exceed-
ing the electron free streaming rate (Smith & Auer 1980).
It is also possible to inject flare energy via an approximated
form of downward propagating Alfve´nic waves (Kerr et al.
2016) though we do not model those in this work.
RADYN has become a commonly used resource to study
both energy transport in flares, and the formation of radia-
tion during flares (until recently, typically focussing on chro-
mospheric and transition region radiation). For a more de-
tailed description of the code, and for examples of recent
studies using RADYN consult Allred et al. (2015), Kowalski
et al. (2015), Kerr et al. (2019a), Kerr et al. (2019c), Polito
et al. (2019), and references therein.
The pre-flare atmosphere was one half of a symmetric
loop, spanning the sub-photosphere, photosphere, chromo-
sphere, transition region (TR), and corona. Energy was in-
jected at the loop apex. The injected non-thermal electron
distribution had a flux on the order 1 − 6 × 1010 erg cm−2 s−1
(the actual injected flux varied in time and is shown in Fig-
ure 1) with a spectral index δ = 7.2, above a low-energy
cutoff Ec = 25.3 keV. Energy was injected for approximately
25 s, after which the flare loop cooled for several hundred
seconds. Figure 1 shows the response of the atmosphere
at several snapshots. For the purposes of this experiment
combining RADYN and arcade modelling, we selected a pre-
existing RADYN simulation that had a large amount of plasma
at T > 11 MK and large mass flows against gravity (up-
flows), so that we could explore characteristics of the Fe xxi
1354.1 Å flare line. These parameters lie within the typical
range for moderate-to-strong flares based on RHESSI hard
X-ray observations (e.g. Holman et al. 2011). We do not be-
lieve that changing these parameters would affect our overall
conclusions.
The chromosphere rapidly heats and ionises, increasing the
electron density throughout the lower atmosphere. Explosive
chromospheric ablation (upflowing material, commonly re-
ferred to as ‘evaporation’) results, filling in the coronal por-
tion of the loop, producing a hotter and denser corona. The
location of the TR during the flare decreases in altitude.
These conditions allow for the presence of highly ionised
species and the generation of spectral lines that typically only
appear during flares or other transient heating events. RADYN
tracks non-equilibrium processes for certain chromospheric
species, but does not do this as standard for iron. This will
feature as a future avenue of investigation but for this current
work we rely on the assumption of equilibrium ionisation to
obtain the fraction of Fe xxi present in our flare loop.
Following cessation of energy injection the mass flows
decrease, and radiative losses and thermal conduction effi-
ciently cool the corona which undergoes a rapid catastrophic
cooling period.
2.1. Fe xxi 1354.1 Å Emission from the 1D Model
From the field-aligned model we synthesised Fe xxi
lightcurves. This is appropriate since we are interested in
the integrated line intensity. Full line profiles and associated
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Figure 1. The flare atmospheres (the temperature, electron den-
sity, and atmospheric velocity, where upflows are negative, shown
in panels A-C respectively) from RADYN at various times in the
simulation. Heating was applied for 25 s, panel (D). The dashed
horizontal line indicates the peak formation temperature of Fe xxi,
T ∼ 11.2 MK.
characteristics require imposing a line of sight information
for the Doppler shifts, which we do in the arcade modelling.
Data from the CHIANTI atomic database (version 8.0.7;
Dere et al. 1997; Del Zanna et al. 2015) was used with the
physical properties of the plasma to forward model the emis-
sivity of Fe xxi 1354.1Å spectral line in each grid cell. The
contribution functions G(λ, ne,T ) were built using the stan-
dard atomic data in CHIANTI, assuming ionisation equilib-
rium. These were tabulated with a resolution of δ log T =
0.05 and δ log ne = 0.5. In each grid cell G(λ, ne,T ) was in-
terpolated to the ne and T of the plasma, and the emissivity
calculated as:
jλ,z = AFeG(λ, ne,T )ne(z)nH(z), (1)
where nH is the hydrogen density, and AFe is the elemen-
tal abundance of iron in the solar atmosphere. We used the
abundances value from Schmelz et al. (2012) AFe = 7.85,
defined on the usual logarithmic scale, where AH = 12
(the abundance relative to hydrogen, Arel, is obtained using
Arel = 10Alog−AH for an abundance value expressed on the
logarithmic scale, Alog). There is much debate over which
abundance value to use for iron and other low first ionisation
potential (FIP) elements during flares. Coronal abundances
of low FIP elements are enhanced relative to photospheric
values. For iron the photospheric abundance is AFe = 7.50
(Asplund et al. 2009), but the coronal abundance can be as
high as AFe = 8.10 (Feldman 1992). While some stud-
ies have shown that in flares the low FIP elements actually
have abundances closer to photospheric (e.g Warren 2014,
since ablation carries chromospheric material into the flare
loop), studies of the iron abundance in flares have produced
a range of values AFe = [7.56, 7.72, 7.91, 7.99] (Warren
2014; Dennis et al. 2015; Phillips & Dennis 2012; Naren-
dranath et al. 2014). In the latter case the abundance varied
in times, and in fact sometimes exceeded the canonical coro-
nal value. We chose the value from Schmelz et al. (2012)
as a middle ground and note that the intensity values of the
synthetic spectra could be some factor smaller if alternative
values of AFe were used. Our quoted intensties would be a
factor 2.2× smaller if the photospheric abundance value from
Asplund et al. (2009) was used.
The intensity in each grid cell is then
Iλ,z = jλ,zδz, (2)
where δz is the size of the grid cell. The emergent Fe xxi
intensity from either the full 1D field-aligned atmosphere, or
some range of heights, was obtained by summing the inten-
sity in each grid cell along the extent of interest, Iλ = Σ
z2
z1 Iλ,z.
Lightcurves are shown in Figure 2. Both at the native res-
olution and at IRIS resolution (spectral and temporal reso-
lution, and convolved with the spectrograph effective area),
with typical exposure times, τexp = [4, 8] s, and poisson
noise applied. These illustrate that observations made with
longer exposures can obscure dynamics present in the sim-
ulation. The emission peaks several tens of seconds follow-
ing cessation of the electron beam, as the corona takes time
to become sufficiently hot and dense to produce the maxi-
mum Fe xxi emission. These lightcurves represent emission
summed over the full flare (a single flaring, if observed by
IRIS). Also shown in Figure 2 is a breakdown of the inten-
sity within several height ranges, showing that initially the
emission is stronger lower in the atmosphere near the TR, be-
fore gaining strength at higher altitudes. During the peak of
emission Fe xxi is forming over an extended range of heights.
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Figure 2. (A) Lightcurves of the Fe xxi 1354.1Å line from the 1D
field-aligned model, both at native resolution and physical units (red
dashed line, right hand axis), and as would be observed by IRIS at
two typical exposure times (blue and black solid lines, left hand
axis). These represent emission integrated through the full loop.
Panel (B) shows the lightcurves broken down into height ranges
(colored lines), with the total also indicated (red dashed line).
3. MODELLING THE FLARE ARCADE IN 3D
3.1. Data-constrained Identification of Coronal Loops
Allred et al. (2018) performed data constrained 3D mod-
elling of active region heating via nanoflares, using ob-
servations of active region AR11726 from SDO/AIA, Hin-
ode’s Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (EIS; Cul-
hane et al. 2007), and the Extreme Ultraviolet Normal In-
cidence Spectrograph (EUNIS; Brosius et al. 2014). They
constructed a 3D model of the magnetic field in AR11726
using the Vertical Current Approximation Non-linear Force
Free Field (VCA-NLFFF) technique of Aschwanden (2013,
2016). In that approach the photospheric magnetic field from
SDO/HMI is extrapolated into the corona, with SDO/AIA
observations of observed coronal loops used to ensure that
the extrapolated magnetic field lines are co-aligned with ac-
tual coronal structures. We summarise some important fea-
tures here but full details can be found in Allred et al. (2018).
The 3D magnetic field within a volume that extended
0.5R in the Cartesian x − y plane and 1.5R in the z plane
was obtained, tracing the magnetic field lines passing through
each voxel of a 315×315×430 heliocentric Cartesian grid. A
total of 2848 field lines were traced. Area expansion of each
loops into the corona was allowed, conserving magnetic flux.
The cross-sectional area was defined as A(s)B(s) = B(s =
0)A(s = 0), for a distance s along the loop. A value of 220 km
was assumed for A(s = 0) based recent high-resolution ob-
servations (e.g. Kobayashi et al. 2014; Aschwanden & Peter
2017). Within each voxel it is possible for loops to overlap
due to the area expansion. Emission from overlapping loops
within a voxel was averaged. Note that RADYN does not cur-
rently include area expansion but this is a planned upgrade to
the code.
Allred et al. (2018) applied nanoflare heating to each loop
and the time-averaged radiated emission within each voxel
was computed, as was the time-averaged differential emis-
sion measure (DEM). DEMs are a commonly used tool to
define the amount of material nenH (the electron density and
hydrogen density) present in some certain temperature range
δT , along the line of sight h: DEM(T) = nenh dhdT (with units
of cm−5 K−1). Observationally, the DEMs can be derived
from multi-wavelength observations and are a means to esti-
mate the distribution of plasma within a temperature range.
The heliocentric coordinates of each voxel were projected
onto a 2D pixel grid (the observational planes of SDO, EIS
or EUNIS), and the radiated emission or DEM in each voxel
added to the appropriate pixel of the ‘image.’ If multiple
voxels (and portions of multiple loops) corresponded to the
same pixel then that emission was summed. In this manner
the superposition of loops, the loop geometry, and the view-
ing angle in the observational plane were all self-consistently
accounted for.
Spectral information could then be convolved with instru-
mental responses to produce synthetic maps of EIS and EU-
NIS data, and the DEM maps could be convolved with AIA
responses to produce synthetic AIA maps. A best-fit time-
averaged DEM model of AR11726 was produced by Allred
et al. (2018), from model-data comparisons of their nanoflare
simulations to EIS & EUNIS observations.
The 3D magnetic structure (the identified loops) and the
observational pixel grid to which they were projected was
used by us to construct a flare arcade model. The time-
averaged DEM model produced by Allred et al. (2018) was
used as our t = 0 s, pre-flare, DEM. While this active re-
gion did not flare, we took advantage of the existing 3D
magnetic field construction to begin our development of, and
experiments with, flare arcade modelling. Reproducing the
work of Allred et al. (2018) for a flaring active region is a
non-trivial task, but future efforts will involve the use of
active regions that did flare.
The observational plane pixel grid had a pixel scale of
δx = δy = 0.6′′ (the AIA pixel scale). Our initial effort
kept this same pixel grid even for forward modelling IRIS
observables as sampling a finer grid would require remaking
the voxels with smaller dimensions. While this is desirable,
it is a time consuming process and for the demonstration of
our new approach we believe keeping the original scaling is
sufficient. Future efforts will explore the use of finer grids.
3.2. Synthetic Flare Arcade Model
AR11726 was located fairly close to the solar limb. To
make the line of sight projections more straightforward for
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this initial work the whole AR was translated by 45◦, around
the x − z plane, to near disk centre. This rotated region is
referred to as AR11726rot, and was used to construct a flare
arcade model.
A subset of 180 loops were selected from the 2848 loop to
form the flare arcade, chosen for their proximity to each other
and for their loop lengths that were close to the 20 Mm long
RADYN loops (recall that RADYN models one leg of a semi-
circular loop, so that the total loop length would be 20 Mm,
even though we only simulate 10 Mm from photosphere to
corona). These loops were ordered by the distance of the loop
apex from disk centre and activated in groups of Nloop = 5
every τac = 3 s starting at t = 0 s. Progressing at an ar-
cade simulation cadence of 0.5 s each voxel of the appro-
priate loop was filled with either the DEM or the velocity
DEM (VDEM, Newton et al. 1995, which simply defines the
amount of emission measure within that has a line-of-sight
velocity in the range v, v + δv) from the RADYN flare simula-
tion. The same RADYN simulation was used for every loop,
but since loops were activated at different times there were
various stages of evolution during any one arcade snapshot.
To produce synthetic images and broadband spectral re-
sponses (e.g. SDO/AIA or GOES soft X-rays) maps of the
DEM in the 2D x − y observational plane were produced. In
each arcade snapshot the DEM, and the height grid on which
it was defined, were interpolated from the RADYN simulation
to tsim, the arcade simulation time. The arcade loops were
described as distance, s, from one footpoint to the other with
200 cells per loop (the spatial resolution δs varied). For each
cell, i, within the loop the temporally interpolated DEM were
spatially interpolated to si & si+1 and summed to find the to-
tal value in that cell. This was then divided by the distance
δs = si+1−si to obtain the DEM field (see equation 5 in Allred
et al. 2018, though note in our case the DEM field is not time
averaged). When projected onto the 2D solar x − y observa-
tional plane, each cell i may span multiple [x,y] pixels. The
pixels to which that cell should be projected were identified,
and the DEM field multiplied by the appropriate line of sight
to obtain the DEM. This DEM was summed with any DEM
already projected onto that pixel either from the background
or from another loop. The DEM maps [x, y] were then con-
volved with the instrumental responses as described in Sec-
tion 4.
To produce synthetic spectra a similar method was used,
with each voxel instead populated by the appropriate VDEM.
After interpolating the VDEM between si & si+1 the spec-
trum over a passband ∆λ computed from the VDEM using
Equations 1 & 2. The velocity information of the VDEM
was used to Doppler shift the line where appropriate, and
thermal broadening was applied based on the local tempera-
ture. Summing the intensity of the spectra between si and si+1
provided the total intensity in cell i, Iλ,i. This was divided by
δs, to provide the average emissivity in cell i, jλ,i. The appro-
priate pixels into which jλ,i should be added were identified,
and jλ,i multiplied by the ‘projected height’ to yield inten-
sity. As with the DEMs, this intensity was summed with any
existing intensity in that pixel. Spectral maps [λ, x, y] were
then convolved with instrumental responses as described in
Section 5
Summing the DEM or spectra within a pixel means that
tahe projection of structures into the same pixel was taken
into account and the effects of superposition of loops (with
different velocity fields) is reflected in the output spectra.
Both the synthetic images and spectroscopy explicitly as-
sumes optically thin conditions and these methods are not
suitable for modelling spectral lines or continua for which
opacity is non-negligible.
Any snapshot of the flare will show loops that were ac-
tivated at some prior time (and thus at some time through
their evolution), some that are newly activated, and some
that are yet to be activated, with the progression of the ar-
cade mimicking observations of flares (albeit, without ribbon
separation in this initial effort). The parameters Nloop = 5
and τac = 3 were arbitrarily chosen (on the basis that they
produced an M-class flare with soft X-ray lightcurve that ex-
hibited a quick rise, with slow decay time) for this proof-of-
concept, initial experiment, but when simulating a specific
event these can be tailored.
For each temperature bin the emission measure (EM) is
EM(T) = DEM(T)×δT , where δT is the bin spacing. Fig-
ures 3, 4 & 5 show maps of the emission measure (EM)
summed over various temperature ranges during both impul-
sive phase and gradual phase (an animated version is avail-
able online).
The EMs as functions of temperature are shown in Fig-
ure 6 for the full field of view and the sub-regions (identified
in Figure 3). In each case the EM was averaged over the ap-
propriate area and the temporal evolution shown. Plasma in
excess of 10 MK is present at the earliest times in the flare,
appearing as both loop and footpoint like sources. Plasma at
temperatures > 25 MK is present, albeit only for a short time
and at low emission measure. The transition region steepens
and narrows during the flare so that within a pixel of our syn-
thetic observation there is both TR and coronal plasma. Foo-
points therefore contain emission spanning tens of thousands
to millions of Kelvin. Regions with mainly loop or looptop
pixels (e.g. panel (D) on Figure 6) show the EM peak at
T > 10 MK, falling steeply towards lower temperatures. At
later times the EM increases in plasma at several MK while
material cools. Regions that include footpoints have flatter
EMs, with strong emission at cooler temperatures, extending
from kK to MK.
4. SYNTHETIC SDO/AIA & GOES EMISSION
To produce the AIA maps the DEMs were convolved with
the temperature response of the coronal AIA filters. This
was done at a cadence of 0.5 s (the cadence at which we
progressed the arcade model) with emission assumed to be
unchanging over that time period. This provided intensity
in DN s−1 pix−1. Poisson noise was added, and the images
convolved with the instrumental point spread function (PSF).
Images were integrated over exposure times of τaia = 2 s,
so that the final intensity was DN pix−1. Saturation was not
taken into account, and it is likely that in reality these im-
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but at t = 140 s during the flare model.
ages would suffer from saturation and pixel bleeding effects,
which are unfortunately common during flare observations.
Soft X-rays in the [1 − 8] Å range were synthesised to
mimic GOES lightcurves. For each snapshot, the DEM was
integrated over the field of view, with the spatial scale be-
ing δx = δy = 0.6′′. For each temperature bin the emis-
sion measure was calculated EM = DEM×δT , and the flux
of thermal X-rays in the range E = [1, 50] keV (resolu-
tion δE = 0.25 keV) seen at Earth was calculated. This
was done using the routine f vth.pro included in the So-
larSoftWare package (SSW, Freeland & Handy 1998), and
included both lines and continuum. This flux was inter-
polated to wavelength grids of [1, 8] Å and [0.5, 4] Å, the
GOES long and short passbands. Spectra were folded with
the GOES-15 spectral response (see White et al. 2005, and
goes tf coeff.pro in the SSW GOES tree). The GOES
flux is shown on Figures 3, with the flare peaking at GOES
class M2.0 (this is largely a function of the flaring volume, so
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the number of loops we chose to activate in our model, since
the same heating rate was applied to each loop).
Maps of the flare as would be observed by AIA131 and
AIA171 are shown in Figures 3, 4 & 5. The footpoints (‘rib-
bons’) brighten significantly, followed by the loops as they
fill with ablated material. We do not run the simulation past
t = 550 s but as the loops cool from > 10 MK and material
drains from the loops we would expect the loops to brighten
in the channels that probe cooler plasma. Lightcurves of the
full field of view, and of several sub-regions covering foot-
point and loop sources are shown in Figure 7. The AIA PSF
results in the crosswise effects seen in the images, that arti-
ficially results in emission being present in the sub-regions
before the flare actually appeared in those locations. In pan-
els (C) & (E) of Figure 7 there is emission several tens of
seconds prior to the peak that is not present if the PSF is
not applied. The 131Å channel peaks somewhat after the
cooler channels as the amount of plasma > 10 MK increases
(this channel also samples cooler emission T ∼ 0.4 MK).
When plasma begins to cool towards the end of the flare the
94Å channel peaks, as emission cools from T > 10 MK to
T ∼ 6 MK.
While qualitatively similar to observations from AIA and
GOES the timescales are too rapid in our model. The GOES
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Figure 7. AIA lightcurves from the arcade simulation. Panels A & B are the full field of view, and Panels C-E are the sub-regions identified in
Figure 3.
flare is almost over within ≈ 10 minutes, whereas observed
flares have longer lifetimes (e.g. Ryan et al. 2013).
It is common to estimate the (isothermal) temperature of
the flaring soft X-ray emission from the ratio of the two
GOES channels (e.g. White et al. 2005). Though this isother-
mal assumption can lead to inaccurate temperatures (e.g
Ryan et al. 2014), this metric is still a useful one for studying
the global flare. Studies have investigated flare heating and
cooling timescales and characteristics based on these temper-
atures (e.g. Ryan et al. 2013). Since GOES is a sun-as-a-star
observatory the observed flux is a combination of both the
flare and the disk integrated emission. It is important, there-
fore, to remove this background emission before tempera-
tures are derived. Determining this background is not always
trivial, and the choice of background can have an impact on
the resulting GOES temperatures (e.g. Bornmann 1990; Ryan
et al. 2012).
Our flare arcade simulation contains no contamination
from background emission, so the temperature derived us-
ing our synthetic GOES fluxes (Fflare) represent the flare-only
scenario. Of course GOES observations contain noise and an
uncertain background, so to demonstrate the impact of this on
our simulated results we combined our arcade model with ac-
tual GOES observations. The 550s of synthetic GOES fluxes,
Fflare, were added to GOES observations from 2013-April-23
17:35 UT, Fobs, shortly after the time of the EUNIS observa-
tions, to give a total flux Ftot = Fflare + Fobs. Doing this al-
lowed us to include a background level and also permitted us
to include variations in the background due to solar sources
and noise. Effectively, this is what GOES would have ob-
served, had AR11726 actually flared. Note that we did not
include photon counting statistics or the effects of digitiza-
tion here (see Simo˜es et al. 2015). The background level
to subtract was measured by taking the mean of the GOES
fluxes between 2013-April-23 [16-18] UT, Fback.
Temperatures were computed for our arcade model for
three cases: Fflare (no background subtraction necessary),
Ftot − Fback, and Ftot − 1.15Fback (to demonstrate the impact
of an uncertain background).
From the appropriate fluxes the temperature was calculated
using the SunPy V0.9.10 GOES software (The SunPy Com-
munity et al. 2020). Figure 8 shows the temperatures derived
from the three cases, along with the GOES lightcurves. In-
cluding the background and variability have a small impact at
the start of the event but overall the behaviour is similar to the
flare-only ‘clean’ results. In both cases it takes ∼ 20 s for the
temperature to reach > 10 MK, and ∼ 40 − 50 s to reach the
peak of 16.4 MK. The decay is noisier for the case including
a background and variability, as would be expected. Increas-
ing the background level does have an impact in the initial
stage of the flare. Here, the temperature exceeds 10 MK af-
ter only 6s. This may not appear to be a significant difference
since the timescales involved are short, but if one is interested
in the very start of the flare then the choice of background be
impactful.
The temporal behaviours of the GOES temperature, SXR
flux, and EM in our model are qualitatively consistent with
the picture of intense footpoint heating followed by chro-
mospheric ablation which carries material into the flaring
loops, increasing their density. The temperature is also con-
sistent with observed GOES temperatures. However, the
timescales are too short compared to observations (e.g Reep
& Toriumi 2017; Sadykov et al. 2019). The FWHM was
τFWHM = 149.5 s, and decay time was τdecay = 99.3 s, where
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Figure 8. Synthetic GOES SXR emission from the arcade model overlaid on observations from 23rd April 2013. Panel (A) shows a ten
hour window of the observed GOES long (red) and short (blue) passbands with the synthetic flare emission added (yellow and green points,
respectively). Panels (B) and (C) show a closer look at the time of the modelled flare. Panel (D) shows the derived isothermal temperatures
with the inset panel (E) showing a more detailed view of flare onset. The black points are temperature derived from only the flare simulation,
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τdecay =
−F1−8Å(t)
dF1−8Å(t)/dT
∣∣∣∣∣∣
t=tend
, following (Reep & Toriumi 2017).
While some observations show growth times, decay times,
and FHWM on the order of those in our model, Reep &
Toriumi (2017) demonstrated that these would imply a rib-
bon separation close to 3 − 5 Mm, which is smaller than our
model. This discrepancy is likely partly because the individ-
ual loops cool too quickly, and partly due to the loop lengths
used. Flare SXR timescales are correlated with ribbon sepa-
ration, which Reep & Toriumi (2017) showed is due to ongo-
ing reconnection and loop expansion so that a range of loop
lengths are involved in the flare. Loop length and cooling
timescales will be explored with our model in a future work
where we attempt to simulate an observed flare arcade.
5. IRIS FE XXI EMISSION FROM THE FLARE
ARCADE MODEL
5.1. Examples of Fe xxi Observations During Solar Flares
In recent years, thanks to the high spectral and spatial reso-
lution afforded by IRIS, Fe xxi 1354.1 Å emission from flares
has been studied in detail to probe flaring plasma proper-
ties and dynamics. This high temperature flare line offers
excellent scope to interrogate model predictions of the coro-
nal portion of flare loops. Prior to IRIS this line was ob-
served on disk using Skylab (Doschek et al. 1975), and the
UVSP instrument onboard the Solar Maximum Mission (Ma-
son et al. 1986). Doppler shifts of up to ∼ 200 km s−1 were
seen, line broadening was observed to decrease from flare
maximum as the flare progressed, and profiles were usually
quite asymmetric. However, owing to limits in spatial res-
olution these early results likely suffered from blending of
Fe xxi profiles from multiple sources, creating the asymme-
tries. With the advantage of improved spectral and spatial
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Figure 9. Observations of the 2014-September-10 X class solar flare. Panel (A) shows AIA 131 Å emission, with the field of view of the IRIS
spacecraft indicated (the dashed line is the IRIS slit). Panel (B) shows the IRIS 1400 Å SJI emission. Panel (C) shows the AIA 131 Å (green),
AIA 171 Å (orange), and IRIS Fe xxi (black) lightcurves, integrated over the full field of view. Panel (D) shows the Fe xxi lightcurves from the
pixels indicated in panel (B), and panel (E) shows the Doppler shifts of those same pixels.
resolution IRIS observations indicated that the Fe xxi profiles
were fully blueshifted (with a single component), showed
significant line broadening, with largely symmetric profiles
(e.g. Tian et al. 2014, 2015; Young et al. 2015; Polito et al.
2015; Graham & Cauzzi 2015; Sadykov et al. 2015; Polito
et al. 2016, and references therein). Generally the line pro-
files are observed to initially be weak, strongly blue shifted,
broad, and symmetric (Polito et al. 2019). As the flare pro-
gresses they strengthen in intensity, shift towards rest, and
narrow. Intensities are around a few tens to a few hundred
Data Number (DN) for IRIS exposure times of τexp ∼ 4−8 s.
They first appear in ribbons/footpoints before spreading up
loop legs to the loop apex (interpreted as chromospheric ab-
lation). Some observations suggest that Fe xxi sources are
offset from the flare ribbon by ∼ 0.3′′ (Young et al. 2015).
However, an explanation for this could simply be that the sig-
nal is hidden by the bright continuum present in footpoints,
so that by the first time it is detected the ribbon front has
travelled some distance.
Doppler shifts (almost exclusively blueshifts in the impul-
sive phase ribbons and loops) range from a few tens of km s−1
to 200− 300 km s−1, and take several hundred seconds to de-
cay from the peak to rest. There is some evidence of small
redshifts appearing in the gradual phase due to draining of
flare plasma. Loop tops show profiles that are typically near
stationary with negligible broadening. Line widths during
the flare range from thermal width (nominally 0.43 Å, as-
suming ionisation equilibrium and a peak formation temper-
ature of 11.2 MK) at loop tops, to ∼ 0.5− 1 Å in ribbons and
loops. The origin of the excess line width is not known with
certainty and poses an interesting challenge for modelling to
reproduce.
Observations of the 10th September 2014 solar flare are
presented in Figure 9, to place the lightcurves and Doppler
shifts from our model in context. Shown in that figure are
maps of AIA and IRIS SJI emission, lightcurves of the full
field of view, and the intensity and Doppler shifts of repre-
sentative pixels. The Fe xxi observations were de-blended
and fit with a single Gaussian function. This same flare was
studied in Graham & Cauzzi (2015) and Polito et al. (2019),
and we encourage the reader to consult those sources for a
fuller discussion.
Graham & Cauzzi (2015) discovered a strikingly organised
behaviour of the Fe xxi line Doppler shifts. A superposed
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Figure 10. A superposed epoch analysis was applied to results
from Gaussian fits to Fe xxi line profiles observed during the 2014-
September-10 X class solar flare. Panel (A) shows the temporal
evolution of Doppler shifts (δt = 10 s, δv = 10 km s−1). Panel (B)
shows the line widths, defined as the FWHM of the Gaussian fits
(δt = 10 s, δW = 12.5 mÅ). The temporal origin of each pixel in
both cases was the time of first detection.
epoch analysis of the type performed by Graham & Cauzzi
(2015) is recreated here, to provide a comparison against
our modelled superposed epoch analysis presented in Sec-
tion 5.6. In addition to the Doppler shifts, we present a
superposed epoch analysis of the observed line widths also.
The temporal origin is defined as the time at which a first time
the line appeared clearly, with a peak of at least 10 DN. This
definition is somewhat subjective as it involved manually as-
sessing movies of each of the 84 pixels used in the analysis.
This was a difficult determination due to the very weak sig-
nal when the line first appears, compounded by the fact that
it often drifts into the wavelength window of IRIS (meaning
the peak blueshifts quoted here may be lower limits). The
temporal binning is δt = 10 s and Doppler shift binning is
δv = 10 km s−1. Note the clustering of Doppler motions,
shown in Figure 10(A), and the smooth decay to rest over
several hundred seconds. This is less tightly clustered than
Graham & Cauzzi (2015), likely due to a stricter determina-
tion of when the profile first appeared by Graham & Cauzzi
(2015). We find that some pixels exhibit a brief rise phase.
Figure 10(B) shows the analysis applied to the observed
line widths. The widths quoted here are the FWHM obtained
from Gaussian fitting (W = 2
√
2ln2σ, for standard deviation
of the Gaussian function σ), a combination of thermal width,
instrumental width, and non-thermal width. In order to esti-
mate the non-thermal widths one should subtract 0.43 Å from
the the total widths. A line width binning of δW = 12.5 mÅ
was used. At first some pixels show very little broadening
(that we believe might be due to the fact that only partial pro-
files are detected initially, meaning the widths are underes-
timated), while others showed significant broadening with a
large range of values present. In general there is more scatter
in the line width distribution compared to Doppler shifts.
5.2. Forward Modelling IRIS Spectral Lines
In our arcade model, the Fe xxi 1354.1 Å line was synthe-
sised over the passband [1352 − 1356] Å using the approach
described in Section 3.2. Particularly in footpoint sources,
the continuum is strongly enhanced during flares, which can
drown out the Fe xxi signal. To account for this effect we
included the continuum in each cell. The continuum for the
background AR was taken from the output of the RH radiative
transfer code (Uitenbroek 2001), solving for the FALC semi-
empirical model atmosphere (Fontenla et al. 1993). For the
flare continuum, the contribution function to the emergent
intensity, Cλ,µ(z), (Magain 1986; Carlsson 1998) was com-
puted. The integral of Cλ,µ(z) through height is the emergent
intensity. Included in Cλ,µ(z) are various sources of emis-
sivity, attenuated by optical depth. The sources of emissiv-
ity included here are various H processes (e.g. free-bound,
free-free, H−), scattering processes (e.g Rayleigh, Thomson),
and background metals (in LTE). See Kowalski et al. (2015,
2017) and Kerr et al. (2020) for further discussion of calcu-
lating continuum contribution functions. In each cell of the
flaring loops Cλ,µ(z) was interpolated to the appropriate time
and position, and added to the emissivity before projecting
into pixel [x, y]. This is appropriate as the continuum at these
wavelengths is optically thin.
Spectra were converted from Ierg [erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 Å−1]
to Iphot [photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1 Å−1], Iphot = Ierg λhc , and an
exposure time of τexp = 4 s applied. Multiplying by the solid
angle per pixel as viewed at 1 AU, smoothing with a spectral
PSF (assumed to be a Gaussian with FWHM of two FUV
wavelength pixels, δλ = 12.98 mÅ pix−1, De Pontieu et al.
2014), multiplying by the IRIS effective area (calculated for
2014-September-10), and multiplying by the spectral disper-
sion, provided intensity in photons pix−1. A background level
of BDN = 0.5 DN s−1 pix−1 (De Pontieu et al. 2014) was con-
verted to photon pix−1, Bphot = 4BDNτexp, where the factor is
the number of photons DN−1 (De Pontieu et al. 2014), and
added to each exposure. Poisson noise was added and the
intensity converted to DN pix−1.
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Figure 11. The flare arcade AR11726rot at t = 98 ± 2 s. Panel (A) is a map of synthetic Fe xxi emission, integrated over 1352 − 1356 Å,
showing footpoint and loop flare sources at various stages of temporal evolution. The blue points indicate the sources for which the spectra are
shown in Figure 12. Panels (B-E) show Fe xxi from slits 1-4, respectively. Data has been degraded to IRIS resolution as described in the text,
had poisson noise applied, and integrated with an exposure time of 4 s. The broadband enhancement is caused by a strong flare continuum in
the footpoint sources.
The 3D magnetic field structure obtained by Allred et al.
(2018), and used by us here were originally designed to be
projected onto an x − y grid with pixel size equal to that of
SDO/AIA: 0.6′′ pixel−1. In order to obtain IRIS plate scales
(0.167′′ pixel−1 we would be required to recreate the analy-
sis of Allred et al. (2018) using smaller voxel dimensions, a
non-trivial exercise. Since this initial experiment is largely
intended as a demonstration and proof-of-concept, have de-
cided to keep the grid from Allred et al. (2018). Future efforts
to model a specific flare will use the actual plate scale of the
observations.
5.3. Synthetic Fe xxi Line Profiles, Intensities and Temporal
Evolution
Figure 11 show a snapshot of synthetic IRIS Fe xxi from
AR11726rot. The maps are the emission integrated over the
whole passband (1352 − 1356 Å; recall that this is solely
Fe xxi plus continuum since we only generated emission
from a single ion in this instance). Spectra from four repre-
sentative slit positions show the varying intensities, widths,
asymmetries and flows that result from different sources in
the arcade. An animated version is available online. When
the slit intersects a footpoint source the continuum bright-
ens significantly. This can obscure the Fe xxi signal, though
it is possible to discern its presence in some pixels. When
the continuum source decreases in intensity the Fe xxi emis-
sion is much clearer. By this time the brightest continuum
source in the footpoints has moved spatially along the slit.
The Fe xxi appears offset from the ribbon front for this rea-
son. In some sources the Fe xxi lines are easier to detect in
the initial stages and a brief drift towards maximum Doppler
shift is visible. These profiles are generally very weak (a
few DN pixel−1), and so the signal may become vanishingly
small in real observations due to additional noise or the effect
of spatial point spread functions.
Figure 12 shows individual line profiles from six pixels in
AR11726rot (covering sources at footpoints, looptops, and
on the loops). For each pixel, profiles from exposures 0 to
60 are shown in steps of two (effective cadence is then 8 s),
and zoomed in segment is included to make the weaker pro-
files easier to discern. An animated version is available on-
line. Profiles are initially blueshifted and broad. Though
sometimes symmetric, asymmetries are present. Over time
the profiles drift back towards rest, increasing in strength,
becoming narrower and more symmetric. The characteris-
tics and temporal evolution of the line profiles are qualita-
tively similar the behaviour seen in observations (with the
exception of asymmetric profiles). The simulated intensities
are of the correct magnitude compared to IRIS observations,
suggesting that the temperatures and densities present in the
model are consistent with the real flaring plasma.
Figure 13 shows in more detail the source at pixel x =
[−4.10, 240.05]′′, including the lightcurves of intensity and
Doppler shift. The profile rapidly becomes blueshifted, but
decays to rest over a short period of time of the order ∼ 30 s.
Recall that the heating timescale was t = 25 s. The lifetime
of this source, from brightening to returning to near back-
ground level is on the order of 100 s. This is shorter than
the monolithic loop lightcurves (Figure 2) where the lifetime
was closer to 200 s.
Lightcurves of the full field of view, and of several sub-
regions are shown in Figure 14. Synthetic lightcurves of sub-
regions containing footpoint emission (R1 and R2, red and
blue curves) are qualitatively similar to the observed Fe xxi
lightcurve shown in Figure 9(C), which also contains foot-
point emission. These exhibit a double peaked structure, the
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Figure 12. Sample Fe xxi line profiles from six pixels. Colour represents exposure number (time). Exposures 0 - 60 are shown, in steps of
two. Panels A2-E2 show the same profiles, but zoomed in to see the weaker profiles in the initial impulsive phase of each pixel. An animated
version is available online
first peak being the footpoint sources low in the loop, and the
second peak due to ablation into the loop producing emission
there. The region containing mainly loop or looptop sources
(R3, orange line in Figure 14) only exhibits one peak.
5.4. Synthetic Fe xxi Doppler Shifts
To extract properties of the line profiles, Gaussian fits were
made to the synthetic data. A single Gaussian function was
fit to every pixel to determine the centroid, λc, peak inten-
sity, and standard deviation, σ. Photon counting noise was
considered in each fit. A five term Gaussian function (back-
ground level with linear component, amplitude, centroid and
standard deviation) was fit, to account for variations due to
the continuum. The number of pixels (251 × 251 × 75 =
4, 725, 075 pixels for the 4 s exposure data) precluded man-
ually checking the quality of fit results, and so any fit with
χ2 > 2, or peak intensity Ipeak < 5 DN pixel−1 were omitted
so as to avoid spurious data. Where χ2 > 2, a double Gaus-
sian function was fit in case the single Gaussian fit was un-
successful due to the presence of multiple components. Only
a small proportion of pixels were deemed to be better fit by a
double Gaussian function: 1.6 % in AR11726rot τexp = 4 s,
and 2.2 % in AR11726rot τexp = 8 s. A somewhat larger
proportion of longer exposure (τexp = 8) profiles exhibited
double components, likely due to temporal smearing of pro-
files along the line of sight. Further, these profiles typically
appeared when loops were more tightly clustered.
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Figure 13. A detailed overview of a single pixel (x = [−4.10, 240.05]′′). Temporal behaviour is in panel A, and individual profiles at various
times are in panel B-I. Lightcurves of intensity (orange) and Doppler shift (blue) are in panel J.
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Doppler shift(s) of the profiles were computed by vDopp =
c (λc − λrest)/λrest for speed of light c and rest wavelength
λrest = 1354.0665 Å, the rest wavelength in CHIANTI v8.07,
used for spectral synthesis in our arcade model. Note that
while the rest wavelength has been suggested to be closer to
1354.1 Å (Young et al. 2015), based on IRIS observations,
the CHIANTI value is still λrest = 1354.0665 Å.
For most of the duration of the flare in the RADYN simu-
lation, plasma at temperatures that can form Fe xxi exhibits
mass flows acting against gravity. That is, mass motions are
upflows along the flare loops that would be expected to pro-
duce blueshifted emission. Of course, the magnitude of this
inferred flow would be modified by the inclination of loops
and viewing angles.
Both sides of the arcade model show blueshifted emis-
sion during the impulsive phase of each loop. Figure 15
shows several snapshots of the Doppler shift of the Fe xxi
1354.1 Å line. The integrated intensity of Fe xxi is shown
on each panel for context (intensity is scaled by I1/4, and im-
age α = 0.1). Generally the strongest blueshifts are present
around the edge of the flaring structure, so the footpoints of
the loops, weakening with height along the loops. Flows ap-
pear first at the footpoints before the loops are filled in fol-
lowing chromospheric ablation.
The magnitude of these blueshifts are consistent with ob-
servations of Fe xxi and other high-temperature lines in
flares, as is the morphology. Some small redshifts are present
due to the reflecting upper boundary condition of the loops
and draining of flare loops. They are associated with the
gradual phase of each loop, and are small in magnitude.
Though the field-aligned simulation contains larger up-
flows than those suggested by the Fe xxi emission, the fastest
upflows (v > 400 km s−1 occur in hotter plasma where there
is little or no Fe xxi. The are also projection effects to take
into consideration. The inclination of loops with respect to
the line of sight effects the Doppler shift (and inferred upflow
velocity). Even though each loop contained the same RADYN
flare atmosphere there was a range of Doppler shifts present,
apparent from the animated version of 15 and the superposed
analysis presented in Section 5.6. Having knowledge of the
loop geometry can therefore be important for interpreting the
Doppler shift results.
5.5. Synthetic Fe xxi Line Widths
Presence of line widths in excess of the quadrature sum of
the thermal and instrumental widths is usually referred to as
non-thermal broadening. There are several candidates that
can cause non-thermal broadening. Our model accounts for
two broadening mechanisms: thermal and superposition of
loops. For thermal broadening we assume that the electron
and ion temperatures are equal, and we assume statistical
equilibrium since we used equilibrium ionisation fractions
in CHIANTI when calculating the contribution functions. If
non-equilibrium ionisation effects are significant, and Fe xxi
forms in hotter plasma assumed by statistical equilibrium
then we are likely underestimating thermal broadening.
Though Fe xxi has a contribution function peaking at
11.2 MK, density increases following ablation of material
into the flare loop means that there can be sufficient emis-
sion measure at temperatures in excess of this peak to pro-
duce detectable emission. This would increase the width
of the line beyond the nominal thermal width. Similarly,
Fe xxi can form below this peak temperature so that the line
width may drop below the nominal thermal width. Using
the temperatures at which G(ne,T ) > Gpeak/4 as a guide
then then a reasonable range of thermal widths can be on
the order: T ∼ [8.08 − 16.70] MK, Wthm = [0.37 − 0.53] Å,
σ = [0.16 − 0.23], and vthm = [81.7 − 117.4] km s−1.
Superposition of multiple sources along the line of sight is
accounted for by our arcade model. This will increase the
line width as profiles experiencing different plasma motions
will sum together. While this contributes towards enhanced
line widths this effect is likely to produce asymmetric pro-
files, unless viewing angles and loop geometry were unusu-
ally ideal. Indeed, Polito et al. (2019) demonstrated through
loop modelling that accounted for superposition of loops, that
this could broaden Fe xxi, but not symmetrically. They were
unable to produce both very broad and symmetric profiles.
Another broadening candidate would be required to explain
the symmetry.
Gaussian FWHM are shown in Figure 16. A movis is avail-
able online. From these maps it is clear that while some pix-
els exceed values of W ∼ [0.8− 1] Å, the majority of profiles
are broadened to values of W ∼ [0.5 − 0.6] Å only. Quali-
tatively these maps do show what we expect. The broadest
profiles are near footpoints, with width decreasing through
the flare loop.
Asymmetries, ARB, were measured using the same ap-
proach as Polito et al. (2019) (and following De Pontieu et al.
2009; Tian et al. 2011). ARB = IR−IBIP , where IP is peak inten-
sity, IR/B = Σ
+/−λ2
+/−λ1 Iλ/n, λ1 = 50 km s
−1 and λ2 = 150 km s−1.
Figure 17(a) shows the correlation between line width and
asymmetry. While there is no strong correlation here (broad
profiles can be both very asymmetric or symmetric) it is clear
that when profiles are asymmetric they are broad, in agree-
ment Polito et al. (2019). In that figure colour represents
time since first detection. The broadest, more asymmetric
profiles occur early in each loop. Maps of asymmetry show
larger asymmetry in newly activated loops, when flows are
strongest, consistent with observations analysed by Imada
et al. (2008) of cooler Fe xiv lines. Figure 17(b) shows
the correlation between line width and Doppler shift. While
there is a relation, the correlation is not very strong, similar
to observations of (e.g. Milligan 2011).
We have also not considered turbulence, broadening by
Alfve´nic waves, or non-equilibrium ionisation (where Fe xxi
could actually form in hotter plasma, e.g. Dudı´k et al. 2017),
which will feature in follow up work. Polito et al. (2019)
contains a more detailed summary of potential non-thermal
broadening mechanisms.
5.6. Synthetic Fe xxi Superposed Epoch Analysis
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Figure 15. Dopplergrams of Fe xxi 1354.0665 Å emission at various snapshots in the flare arcade simulation of AR11726rot. The background
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AR11726rot. The background images are the integrated Fe xxi line intensities (scaled by I1/4, and α = 0.25), to place the derived line widths in
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To characterise the response of all of the line profiles
in the arcade simulation a superposed epoch analysis was
performed. This can highlight any commonalities between
the response of individual sources, and provide a statistical
overview of the flare. Such an analysis can also be compared
to observational examples presented in Figure 10 and in Gra-
ham & Cauzzi (2015).
The temporal origin of each pixel was the moment of first
detection (first successful Gaussian fit to the data). This anal-
ysis was performed on the full flare (all flaring pixels) and
separately on pixels identified as footpoints. Figure 18 shows
the superposed epoch analysis where the left hand column
(A,C,E) are the full flare, and the right hand column (B,D,F)
are footpoints only.
For all line properties the time bins were δt = 4 s. The
integrated line intensity used a binning of δI = 10 DN pix−1,
the Doppler shift used a binning of δv = 10 km s−1, and the
line widths used a binning of δW = 12.5 mÅ.
Our arcade model shows a larger spread of Doppler shifts
than the observational analysis indicates. Further, observa-
tions have shown that blueshifts persist for several hundred
seconds. In our model the Doppler shifts sharply decline
over several tens of seconds and are only modest by 100s.
Footpoint sources have a somewhat more sustained blueshift
than the arcade overall. Mass flows from pixels in the loops
are smaller in magnitude and shorter in duration than those
from the footpoint pixels. The temporal behaviour of the line
widths tracks that of the Doppler shifts. Footpoints exhibit
an initially slower decay, followed by a decline to pre-flare
values. When including loop and loop top sources the de-
cay is very smooth. Together, the larger spread of Doppler
shifts and rapid cessation of Doppler shifts suggests that we
are missing some aspect of the heating process (either in con-
struction of the arcade or the underlying RADYN modelling).
As expected the intensities take some time to peak relative
to the Doppler shifts and line widths, about t ∼ 50s. The ini-
tial spikes there are due to the intense continuum in footpoint
sources.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have created a data-constrained flare arcade model by
grafting the results of a state-of-the-art flare loop simulation
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Figure 17. (A) The scatter of line width (FWHM) versus the asym-
metry of the line, for AR11726rot and (B) the scatter of line width
(FWHM) versus Doppler shift.Colour represents time since the line
was first present with sufficient signal to perform a Gaussian fit.
onto observed active region loop structures. This bridges the
gap between advanced 1D loop models that can capture the
NLTE, non-local, radiation hydrodynamics on spatial scales
appropriate for flares, and 3D models that captures effects
such as loop geometry, superposition of loops, and viewing
angle on the solar disk. While this initial arcade model is
rather simplified, it sets a framework for us to investigate
both individual flare sources, as well as the global flare and
stellar flares.
Synthetic observables from SDO/AIA, GOES/XRS, and
the IRIS spacecraft were forward modelled taking into ac-
count instrumental effects where appropriate. This illustrates
the utility of this arcade model as a means to facilitate a
more accurate model-data comparison for coronal emission
in flares.
Some specific summary points are:
• The morphological characteristics of flares are well
represented by our arcade model. While increases in
the emission measures at temperatures in excess of
> 10 MK first appeared near loop tops, these were too
small to produce observable SDO/AIA or IRIS radia-
tion. Radiation sampling plasma > 10 MK is therefore
first observed near the footpoints of loops. Following
ablation of material into the the loop and loop tops,
emission measures became significantly stronger and
radiation was observed in those locations. The syn-
thetic AIA movies show the ablation process. As loops
cool they become visible in passbands that sample
cooler plasma. The brightest emission is initially the
footpoints/ribbons, switching to the post-flare loops in
the gradual phase.
• Synthetic GOES/XRS lightcurves were qualitatively
similar to observations, with an a steep, impulsive rise
phase with a slower, more gradual decay phase. The
temperature and EM from GOES are what we would
expect from flares. However the decay timescales im-
ply a very close ribbon distance (based on Reep & To-
riumi 2017). Our model does not include ribbon sep-
aration or increasing loop length, both of which could
lengthen the decay phase. Combined with synthetic
AIA lightcurves, it is clear that the cooling timescale
of our flare loops from RADYN is too rapid.
• Synthetic Fe xxi emission also shows a qualitative
match to observations, both the images and spectral
behaviour. The magnitude and location of Doppler
shifts, and line intensities, were consistent with obser-
vations. However, the lifetime of Doppler shifts was
too short. Compared to observed superposed epoch
analysis, there is a much larger spread of Doppler
shifts in the model. Observations are instead tightly
clustered. Though line broadening occurred, the line
widths were too narrow suggesting that additional
physics is required in the model to broaden the lines.
Based on our experience running electron beam driven
simulations (and that of others, c.f. works referenced in Sec-
tion 1) we do not believe that varying the non-thermal elec-
tron beam parameters (flux, low-energy cutoff, spectral in-
dex) will by themselves produce upflow durations more con-
sistent with observations. Instead the answer likely lies in
the modelling approach, or in improvements to the physics of
the model. Planned improvements over this initial work in-
clude modelling the loop structures and flare evolution from
an actual flare, inclusion of ribbon separation, including var-
ied loop lengths, varying the electron beam properties in-
jected onto the loops, and performing multi-threaded mod-
elling (e.g Reep et al. 2018a). Going beyond the standard
model electron beam scenario, we will include return cur-
rents and proton beams (using the recently developed FP code
merged with RADYN, Allred et al. 2020)).
Multi-threaded modelling by Reep et al. (2018a) has been
able to achieve Doppler shifts with durations more consis-
tent with observations. However, this requires sustained en-
ergy injection (of 60–200s) into a single atmospheric vol-
ume, over many individual threads within a single IRIS pixel.
There is no clear explanation as to why energy deposition
into one location would last this long, given reconnection
timescales. Indeed, the timescales associated with redshifts
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Figure 18. Superposed epoch analysis of Fe xxi line for the full flare (left hand column), and for footpoint sources only (right hand column).
The first row is the Doppler shift, and the second row is the line widths, and the third row is integrated line intensity,. In each panel the weighted
mean value is shown as a solid grey line.
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of chromospheric spectral lines (chromospheric condensa-
tions) forward modelled in single threaded RADYN simula-
tions show much closer consistency with observations than
the timescales of upflows (e.g. Graham et al. 2020). Fur-
ther, Graham et al. (2020) used IRIS ultraviolet observations
to show that the energy injection timescale was on the order
of ≈ 20 s. We therefore believe that as well as pursuing a
multi-threaded approach, we should investigate the physics
of the flare heating and cooling also.
Recent updates to non-thermal particle transport in RADYN
include a self-consistent treatment of the beam induced re-
turn current (Allred et al. 2020). Initial results by (Allred
et al. 2020) indicate that the heating rates can be significantly
modified by the return currents. Additionally, Emslie & Bian
(2018) have showed that thermal conduction can be sup-
pressed by turbulence and non-local effects, and provided a
mechanism to include this in code such as RADYN. This could
have implications for both flare impulsive and gradual phase
dynamics and associated timescales. We have began to adapt
RADYN to include suppression of conduction. Post-impulsive
phase heating has been suggested as an explanation for the
longer than expected flare cooling times (e.g. Qiu & Long-
cope 2016; Zhu et al. 2018). This can be investigated in our
simulations in combination with suppression of conduction.
With regards to line broadening, non-equilibrium ionisa-
tion would result in a different Fe ionisation stratification that
that predicted by our assumption of ionisation equilibrium.
This could result in ions forming in plasma significantly hot-
ter than the equilibrium formation temperatures, with a cor-
respondingly larger thermal width. These effects can be in-
vestigated, for example by using the minority species version
of RADYN (Kerr et al. 2019c,b) to obtain non-equilibrium Fe
ion fractions, or by applying our framework with flare at-
mospheres from other codes, such as HYDRAD (Bradshaw &
Mason 2003; Reep et al. 2019) that can model NEI ion frac-
tions. Including ad-hoc micro-turbulence, and investigating
the potential of broadening via Alfve´nic waves (estimating
broadening using the models of Kerr et al. 2016; Reep et al.
2018b) are other avenues to pursue, as suggested by Polito
et al. (2019).
While we have used data-constrained loop structures here,
and plan to do this for a flaring active region, there is nothing
to preclude our model being used with artificial loop struc-
tures either from a toy-model or originating from magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) flare and CME models. We would
be keen to collaborate with MHD modellers, to simulate
observables from those codes with the more accurate ther-
modynamics ((and non-thermal particle beams) available
from using RADYN and our arcade modelling approach.
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